
KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital service provider
in Kuwait, proudly continues to sponsor Kuwaiti
champion and Jet Ski world No 1 Yousef Al-
Abdulrazzaq. The announcement comes as local,
regional, and world sports gradually returns during
the new season of 2021.

Zain expressed its excitement in continuing its
support and encouragement of Abdulrazzaq, whom
the company sponsored throughout his professional
career for the past 13 years. During this time, Al-
Abdulrazzaq has achieved a long list of accolades
and international success, where the Kuwaiti cham-
pion faced the world’s top pro racers from around
the world and raised Kuwait’s flag high. 

During the year 2020, Kuwaiti champion
Abdulrazzaq managed to take part in a limited
number of competitions given the health situation
imposed by the pandemic, which resulted in the
halting of most sports activities around the world.
Nevertheless, Abdulrazzaq was able to achieve the
Gold medal and title of the UIM-ABP Grand Prix of

Kuwait, the first international competition of its
kind to be held at the champion’s homeland early
last year. 

Abdulrazzaq is currently preparing to compete in
a number of local, regional, and international com-
petitions as part of the current season, including the
UIM Aquabike World Championship, the Thailand
King’s cup, the United Arab Emirates championship,
the IJSBA World Finals, the Kuwait World
Championship, and more. 

During the past years, Abdulrazzaq - who is
ranked world No. 1 - attained a long list of acco-
lades in the most prestigious of championships,
including the first-place title in the third round of
the Runabout GP1 title race during the UIM-ABP
Aquabike Haier Grand Prix of Qingdao, China as
part of the UIM-ABP Aquabike Class Pro World
Championship in 2019. 

The contest is considered the biggest champi-
onship for this sport in the world, and is organized
by the Union Internationale Motonautique (UIM),

the world’s governing body of powerboating.
Abdulrazzaq topped the world championship’s over-
all points rank, and have also achieved the first-
place title in the second round in Italy, which both
strengthened his world rank, certified by the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the
World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA).

Zain’s support to the Kuwaiti Champion for 13
years comes in line with the company’s Corporate
Sustainability and Social Responsibility strategy
towards supporting Kuwaiti sports and athletes.
Abdulrazzaq continues to raise the Kuwaiti flag high
by achieving many internationally renowned titles
year after year. 

Zain’s role not only concentrates on economic
and business activities, but also extends to con-
tribute significantly in various areas within the
Kuwaiti society, including sports. The company has
endless confidence in the competencies of Kuwaiti
athletes and their capabilities in excelling in differ-
ent fields, on both regional and international levels. 
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Kuwait SC wins
athletics cup 

KUWAIT: Kuwait SC won the 2020-2021
athletics association cup tournament,
which concluded Sunday evening, bagging
88 points followed by Qadsia with 60
points. The tournament, which was organ-
ized by Kuwait Athletics Association at the
Interior Ministry’s playground, featured 14
teams. Head of the KAA Seyar Al-Enzi said
the association is preparing Kuwait’s
national players to take part in several
international championships, including
Tokyo Olympics Games to be held this
summer. He noted that the local tourna-
ment witnessed a new technical perform-
ance from players. — KUNA

Nepal team arrives in Kuwait

KUWAIT: Nepal national football team
arrived in Kuwait Sunday to participate in
the joint qualifiers for the 2022 World Cup
in Qatar and the 2023 Asian Cup in China
in the second group, in preparation for the
resumption of the group stage matches,
hosted in Kuwait from June 3 to 15. Nepal’s
team is in fourth place in the group with
three points, and it will open the group
stage against Chinese Taipei, ranked fifth,
on Thursday. Health precautionary meas-
ures will be applied to the competitions
due to the repercussions of the coron-
avirus pandemic. Measures such as move-
ment of players, officials, organizers and all
participants in the tournament will be
restricted to the accommodation venues
and assigned training facilities to ensure
safety to all. — KUNA

China matches moved to Dubai

SHANGHAI: Several World Cup football
qualifiers scheduled to be played in China
were moved to Dubai yesterday over
coronavirus infections in the Syria and
Maldives teams, the Chinese Football
Association said. Seven Group A fixtures
involving China, Syria, Maldives, the
Philippines and Guam are affected, playing
further havoc with the already heavily dis-
rupted Qatar 2022 World Cup qualifiers.
The games were supposed to take place
over the next fortnight in a secure “bub-
ble” in the Chinese city of Suzhou. The
AFC stopped short of confirming that
Dubai will now stage the matches, saying
in a statement they will take place at “a
neutral venue, which will be decided and
announced in the coming days”. According
to China’s Titan Sports, the Maldives and
Syria are in Dubai and were denied per-
mission to depart for China. China are sec-
ond in the group behind Syria and are
fighting to keep their World Cup hopes
alive. — AFP

Zain continues to support World
Champion Yousef Al-Abdulrazzaq
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KUWAIT: Waleed Al-Khashti (right) with Yousef Al-Abdulrazzaq. Yousef Al-Abdulrazzaq after winning last year’s title.

CORDOBA: In this file photograph taken on January
20, 2018, Peugeot’s Spanish driver Carlos Sainz
(left) is congratulated by his teammate French driv-
er Stephane Peterhansel, after winning the Dakar
Rally 2018, at the end of the last stage in and
around Cordoba province in Argentina.  — AFP

Photo of the Day

Participants are seen performing during the Red Bull Ace of Dirt in India. —  Photo taken from www.redbullcontentpool.com

Audi hires driver
‘dream team’ for
Dakar Rally hybrids
PARIS: Audi announced yesterday that it has
hired two of the Dakar Rally’s most successful
drivers Stephane Peterhansel and Carlos Sainz for
when it makes its debut on the race with a hybrid
car. “It is no exaggeration to speak of a ‘dream
team’,” said Julius Seebach, managing director of
Audi Sport, in a statement. 

Audi will enter three hybrid cars on which the
power will be provided by electric powertrains
although the battery will be augmented by a com-
bustion engine. Swede Mattias Ekstrom will com-
plete the trio. The 55-year-old Frenchman
Peterhansel has won the race 14 times on bikes or
in cars, including this year, while 59-year-old
Spaniard Sainz has won three times, most recently
in 2020, and also won two World Rally titles. 

“Stephane is the most successful Dakar driver
of all time in the history of the Dakar. Carlos is a
multiple Dakar winner and World Rally champi-
on,”  said Seebach. Both Peterhansel and Sainz
drove for Mini last season. We want to be the
first team to win the Dakar Rally with an electric
powertrain,” said Peterhansel. The 2022 edition
of the Dakar will take place in Saudi Arabia from
January 2 to 14.  —AFP

Brilliant Bernal
wins 2021 
Giro d’Italia
MILAN: Colombia’s Egan Bernal
won the 2021 Giro d’Italia on Sunday,
the Ineos Grenadiers leader given a
hero’s welcome in front of Milan’s
Duomo cathedral at the end of the
21st stage time-trial. The 24-year-old
Colombian won two individual stages
and completed the 3,479km course 89
seconds ahead of Italy’s Damiano
Caruso while Briton Simon Yates was
third.

The last day 30.3km individual
time-trial was won by Bernal’s team-
mate, the time-trial world champion
Filippo Ganna, who also won the
opening day time-trial. The Giro win
marks a return to form for Bernal who
flopped when the cards were stacked
against him at the 2020 Tour de
France. “The Maglia Rosa (leader’s
jersey) is special. It’s the most beauti-
ful race in the world’s most beautiful
place,” Bernal said.  

“I’ll never forget this Giro, and the
way I won it, with attacks and sprint-
ing on the flat for bonus seconds
against Remco Evenepoel. That is
who I am and the cycling I like,” said
the champion. The climb specialist
who grew up in the Andes took the
overall lead on stage nine on a dirt
track finish that would have suited this

former mountain biker.
He then staged an iconic finish-line

triumph on stage 16, stripping off his
outer clothing on a cold, rain sodden
mountain to cross the finish line first
in the pink jersey with his arms wide
in acclamation. It was a similar scene
in Milan Sunday as a broad smile
swept away his stony-faced racing
look as he raised his arms at the end
of three hard weeks where he proved
last year’s failure was a blip.

“I was wracked with doubt, and I
might not look like it, but now I’m just
filled with joy,” said the champion.
Bernal was forced on to the back foot
for a few days by a resurgent Yates,
but was able to nurse a comfortable
lead over the tense last few stages.
For Ineos (formerly Team Sky) it was
a third Giro victory after Tao
Geoghegan Hart won it in 2020 and
Chris Froome in 2018.

Italian job
The Giro was the perfect setting

for a Bernal comeback given that the
rider had made Italy his second home
after first arriving in Europe from
Colombia. Ineos leader Dave
Brailsford said last season he needed
to cut Bernal some slack after the
strain of his failed Tour defense so
that he could ‘get the smile back on
his face’.

As the Colombian national anthem
blasted out across the Piazza Duomo,
Bernal was grinning broadly. Over the
whole three weeks Bernal and Ineos
found plenty of fans along the route

as Ganna, known to Italian fans as
‘Top Ganna’, was cheered on by road-
side supporters, as was the tough
road captain Gianni Moscon.

“Egan started it with a bang,” said
Ineos principal Brailsford after over-
seeing his 12th Grand Tour victory.
“But the team finished it off, there’s a
moment where the winner always suf-
fers and it’s how you manage that
that’s important.”

Another Italian, Bahrain-
Victorious’ Caruso, had never won a
grand tour stage victory before but
was thrust into the limelight when

team leader Mikel Landa pulled out
injured. The 30-year-old Sicilian was
given a rapturous reception in front
of the Duomo and will be remem-
bered as a journeyman who played
his cards right when presented with
an opportunity.

Yates said he was happy to be on
the podium, but may regret not riding
more aggressively in the first two
weeks as his tactic of keeping his
powder dry for the finale backfired
due to Ineos’s strength in depth and
ability to protect Bernal on his weak
days. — AFP

MILAN: Team Ineos rider Colombia’s Egan Bernal kisses the race’s Trofeo Senza
Fine (Endless Trophy) on the podium after winning the Giro d’Italia 2021 cycling
race following the 21st and last stage on Sunday in Milan. —AFP


